HATE SPEECH AND DISINFORMATION IN HUNGARY

By Dóra Laborczi
WHAT MAKES US SO ANGRY?
Conference in Helsinki-Stockholm
10 April 2019.
NATIONALIZATION IN HUNGARY

- SYSTEM OF THE NATIONAL COOPERATION (NER)
  - YOU ARE EITHER WITH US OR AGAINST US
- NATIONAL CONSULTATION
  - ON EMMIGRATION AND TERRORISM
  - ON „SOROS-PLAN”
  - LET’S STOP BRUSSEL
  - ON FAMILY POLICIES
- SENDING OUT „SURVAYS” AND LETTERS
- POSTER CAMPAIGN
Please fill out the questionnaire!

1. Brussels is preparing dangerous steps. They want to force us to reverse our utility cost cuts.
   In your opinion, what should Hungary do?
   □ a. We should defend our utility cost cuts. We should insist that Hungarian energy prices should be decided in Hungary.
   □ b. We should accept Brussels' plan and trust large corporations to determine utility costs.

2. Recently terrorist attacks have come one after another in Europe. Despite this Brussels wants to force Hungary to allow in illegal immigrants.
   In your opinion, what should Hungary do?
   □ a. In the interests of the Hungarian people's security illegal immigrants should be kept under supervision until the authorities decide their case.
   □ b. We should let illegal immigrants freely move into Hungary.

3. It is clear that illegal immigrants and human traffickers, alongside certain international organisations, are inclining illegal activities in Hungary.
   In your opinion, what should Hungary do?
   □ a. Organisations helping illegal immigrants, like the human traffickers and promoters of illegal immigration, must be punished.
   □ b. We should accept that there may be international organisations that, without consequence, may encourage circumvention of Hungarian laws.

4. More and more foreign organisations are working in Hungary, aiming to interfere with the internal affairs of our country in an non-transparent manner. This could endanger our independence.
   In your opinion, what should Hungary do?
   □ a. We should require them to register themselves clarifying which country or organisation they are working on behalf of, and for what purpose they are acting.
   □ b. We should allow them to continue their risky activities unchecked.

5. Hungary successfully created jobs in the past years because we did things our own way. However, Brussels is attacking our job creation measures.
   In your opinion, what should Hungary do?
   □ a. The Hungarian economy's future must be decided by us, the Hungarians.
   □ b. Brussels should decide what should be done in our economy.

6. Hungary is committed to tax cuts. Brussels is attacking us because of this.
   In your opinion, what should Hungary do?
   □ a. We should insist that we, the Hungarians, should decide on tax cuts.
   □ b. We should put up with Brussels dictating our tax rates.

Sending back the questionnaire is free.
Deadline: May 20.
THE ANTI-REFUGEE CAMPAIGN & REFUGEE CRISIS, 2015 SUMMER
„IF YOU COME TO HUNGARY, YOU CANNOT TAKE AWAY THE HUNGARIANS JOB.”
IF YOU COME TO HUNGARY, YOU HAVE TO RESPECT OUR CULTURE!
THE MIGRANT QUOTA REFERENDUM, 2016
DID YOU KNOW?

Brüsszel egy városnyi illegális bevándorlót akar Magyarországra telepíteni.

THAT SINCE THE BEGINNING OF THE MIGRATION CRISIS, HARASSMENT AGAINST WOMEN IN EUROPE INCREASED DRAMATICALLY?

BRUSSELS WANTS TO SETTLE A CITY'S WORTH OF ILLEGAL MIGRANTS IN HUNGARY?
GIVE A MESSAGE TO BRUSSEL, SO THEY CAN UNDERSTAND
THE PEOPLE HAVE DECIDED: THE COUNTRY SHOULD BE PROTECTED.

WE DON'T WANT ILLEGAL IMMIGRANTS

THE HUNGARIAN REFORMS ARE WORKING!
THE UN WANTS US TO CONSTANTLY RECEIVE MIGRANTS.

Az ENSZ azt akarja, hogy folyamatosan fogadjunk be migránsokat.

MAGYARORSZÁG DÖNT, NEM AZ ENSZ!

HUNGARY DESIDES, NOT THE UN!
STOP SOROS AND THE „SOROS-PLAN”
ON SOROS-PLAN

- Against „Soros soliders” in Hungary – NGO-s and civil society
- LOW ON THE TRANSPARENCY ON „ORGANISATIONS SUPPORTED FROM ABROAD”
- The organizations are publicly labelled: they must indicate their status on their web site, publications, press materials, etc
- LIST OF NAMES IN FIGYELO

DON’T LET SOROS HAVE THE LAST LAUGH!
The Soros-plan puts in danger the Christian culture of Europe.
ÖNNEK IS JOGA VAN, MIRE KÉSZÜL BRÜSSZEL!
CONVERSION OF THE MEDIA-SYSTEM

- **Public service media** have been significantly restructured since the 2011 media law. Now it **is under the control of the media council**, a body that consists entirely of members nominated by the governing party, Fidesz.

- One of the most popular news portals **Origo** has also had a change of ownership which has made its editorial coverage strongly pro-government.

- The acquisition of the second national commercial broadcaster, TV2 by Andrew G. Vajna, the government commissioner in charge of the Hungarian film industry, became official in early 2016. Since then, **TV2’s reporting has become blatantly pro-government**.

- In **2016 was the sudden closure of left-leaning newspaper Nepszabadsag** by its owner, mediaworks, with many suspecting political motives behind the move.

- The wider mediaworks business, which included **12 of the 19 regional daily print newspapers** with over one million daily readers combined, was sold to a company controlled by Lorinc Meszaros, a close friend and ally of prime minister Viktor Orbán.
FACTS AND AFFECTS

- More than 500 Hungarian lives and works only in London
- The anti-immigration campaign costed 1.7-5 billion HUF/each
- Asylum-seekers at the Hungarian transit-zones get nothing to eat
- 800,000 Hungarian citizens living under the UN poor rate
- Our education and health-care system is in huge crisis
- It has really bad affects within the society (and within the Church)
ANTI-ANTI-CAMPAINS
Idegenevezető
Petőfi-rajongó
Menekült

„Rá vagyok keltve Magyarországra.
— Dariusz, 21 éves"
THE HUNGARIAN DOUBLE-TAILED DOG PARTY’S CAMPAIGN

THE HATE CAMPAIGN LOVES YOU!
SORRY ABOUT OUR PRIME MINISTER!
COME TO HUNGARY,
WE’VE GOT JOBS IN LONDON!
DANKE ÖSTERREICH, DASS IHR EURE GRENZE 1956 NICHT ABGERIEGELT HABT!
WE KNOW, THAT YOU ARE STEALING
THERE IS WAR IN SYRIA.
PEOPLE ARE NOT STUPID

NEMIGEN.

TUDTA?

MIT?

WHAT?

HÜLYE KÉRDÉSRE HÜLYE VÁLASZT!
SZAVAZZ ÉRVÉNYTELENÜL!

PEOPLE ARE NOT STUPID

HÜLYE KÉRDÉSRE HÜLYE VÁLASZT!
SZAVAZZ ÉRVÉNYTELENÜL!
MOMENTUM’S HOPE-PLAN

WE DON’T GIVE OUR FUTURE!
STREET ART

HUNGARY NEEDS CULTURE!
"...for I was hungry and you gave me something to eat, I was thirsty and you gave me something to drink, I was a stranger and you invited me in."

MÁTE 25, 35
I HAVE SURVIVED THE HUNGARIAN ANTI-IMMIGRATION CAMPAIGN!

THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION!